SUPPORT DIGITAL LITERACY IN YOUR COMMUNITY

Today’s library users have a wide variety of information needs. To fulfill those needs, they want to receive quality information, quickly, from a resource they can search like they do the Internet. *Gale General OneFile* provides both the content and the tools that provide reliable results whether they’re casually browsing or digging deep. And with an intuitive search functionality, familiar to Internet users, *Gale General OneFile* delivers relevant and vetted content across a wide range of topics.

As Gale’s largest general interest periodical database, *Gale General OneFile* includes magazines, news articles, academic journals, images, and video to support everyday research.

EMPOWER INSIGHT THROUGH OPTIMAL RESEARCH

SIMPLIFY THE RESEARCH EXPERIENCE FROM THE START
The browse-by-subject feature allows users to easily view content on the most popular and most-searched topics within several distinct subject areas: Careers | Computers & Technology | Education | Health | History | News & Current Events | Personal Finance & Taxes | Self-Help/Self-Improvement

EXPLORE A BROAD ARRAY OF CONTENT
With no embargo on 90% of the titles and more than 8,700 titles provided in full text, users can freely access trusted content. Gale’s diligent content curation and detailed indexing ensure quality results from more than 14,000 periodicals, newspapers, reference eBooks, and multimedia sources, along with more than 163,000 images, 6,400 audio files, and 1.3 million videos.

ENGAGE USERS WITH NEWS AND MORE
A broad range of perspectives on timely topics can be explored with full-text newspapers, including *The New York Times*, *The Financial Times*, *Guardian*, *The Washington Post*, and *Evening Standard*. Popular magazines for business, fashion, home, travel, sports, and more provide users with relevant information for their specific interests and projects. Finally, *Gale General OneFile* enriches the research experience with video and audio from BBC, National Public Radio, and other reliable sources.
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CURRENT RESULTS
Periodicals are updated several times each day, providing access to recent information on almost any subject.

THE POWER OF COLLABORATION
Extend the reach of your resources. Integrated G Suite for Education and Microsoft Office 365 tools enable users to easily share, save, and download content.

FEATURES SUPPORT YOUR USERS’ DIVERSE NEEDS

ON-DEMAND TRANSLATION
Articles can be translated into 40 languages; the interface and read-aloud feature can be translated into more than 20 languages.

READSPEAKER TEXT-TO-SPEECH TECHNOLOGY
Make resources more accessible; audio files can be downloaded and saved to any mobile device.

TOPIC FINDER
By grouping commonly occurring themes, this tool reveals hidden connections between search terms—helping shape the research experience by integrating relevant information.

INTERLINK
Build a web of connections across Gale resources via unique subject indexing. Help researchers find the content they need, when they need it, without having to know the specific resource where it’s located.

SHAREABLE LINKS
Easily embed content on your website or in programming materials with links that are shareable with users and non-users.

Now more than ever, your users want to be directed to specific information. Gale General OneFile has the relevant content, intuitive searching, and variety of topics to meet this demand with ease.